INTRODUCTION	Iv
it was the normal practice in England, in marked contrast
with the Continent, for the younger sons of gentlemen and
' sometimes of the nobility ' to be ' bred ' to trade * without
prejudice to their gentility '. High premiums, occasionally no
less than one thousand pounds, were exacted from apprentices
who received a training in " the excellent qualities which are
required in a perfect merchant " ; and as a consequence they
were largely recruited from the wealthier sections of the com-
munity. Individual merchants were often in command of
considerable capital. The Venetian ambassador wrote home
in 1557 that among the Merchant Adventurers and Staplers
" there are many individuals possessed of from fifty to sixty
thousand pounds sterling " : in terms of modern currency
they were almost millionaires. The fact that merchants
were commonly men of substance and credit meant that they
were in a position to embark upon speculative undertakings,
which is at once the hall-mark of and the primary justification
for a capitalist system. The American plantations provided
an extensive field for investment, in which moneyed men sank
and often lost their capital. The foundations of an empire in
India were laid by a group of merchants at a meeting held in
London in September 1599, presided over by the lord mayor,
when it was decided to form an association to establish direct
intercourse with India. English capitalists promoted other
new trading corporations such as the Eastland, Levant and
Russia Companies ; they financed voyages to Africa, which
bore fruit in an immense accession of territory ; and their
efforts to capture the traffic in furs from the French resulted
in the acquisition of Canada.
The growth of commerce, as evinced in the discovery of Survival
new markets and in the rapidly -expanding statistics
exports and imports, testifies to the existence of a vigorous system in
and enterprising merchant class. " The merchants of Eng-
land", it was affirmed in the seventeenth century, "are an
industrious people and lovers of trade. They do not upon
small — no, not upon great — discouragements give it over ".
None the less the communal system survived longer in the
domain of foreign trade than elsewhere. The many diffi-
culties attendant on ' adventuring ' abroad help to explain
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